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ABSTRACT: The periodic systems containing planar
tetracoordinate silicon (ptSi), SiC2 silagraphene, nano-
tubes, and nanoribbons, were predicted by means of
density functional theory (DFT) computations. In SiC2

silagraphene, each silicon atom is bonded by four carbon
atoms in a pure plane, representing the first anti-van't
Hoff/Lebel species in the Si-containing extended sys-
tem. SiC2 nanotubes, rolled up by the SiC2 silagraphene,
exhibit excellent elastic properties. All these ptSi-
containing nanomaterials are metallic, regardless of the
chirality, tube diameter, or ribbon width. The high stabilities of these systems strongly suggest the feasibility for their experimental
realizations.

1. INTRODUCTION

As one of the most popular and important elements, carbon
in known materials often has tetrahedral tetracoordination (as in
diamond) or planar tricoordination (as in graphite) arrange-
ments. In the past two decades, from graphite to fullerene1 and
carbon nanotubes,2,3 carbon has displayed the versatility of sp2

hybridization coupled with the right valence. In particular, the
newly realized single-layered graphite, graphene,4 has dictated
many intriguing structures and properties of carbon materials.5-11

Besides the normal sp2 and sp3 hybridization, in 1970,Hoffmann,
Alder, and Wilcox12 first argued the possible existence of “planar
tetracoordinate carbon” (ptC) (known as the anti-van't Hoff/
Lebel13 compound). Inspired by this fantastic idea, in 1976, Collins
et al.14 identified the first molecules with ptC by systematic com-
putations. Experimentally, Cotton and Millar synthesized the first
ptC compound in 1977,15 although the unique bonding situa-
tion escaped the attention of the original authors.16 Ever since,
numerous ptC-containing molecules have been computationally
designed, and many have been experimentally characterized;17

even the existence of planar carbon with higher coordination has
been actively pursued since the beginning of the 21st century.18,19

Silicon is in the same row of the periodic table as carbon, and
both of them have four valence electrons. However, silicon has
bonding characters strikingly different from those of carbon,
especially for the possibility to form multiple bonds and hyper-
coordinate systems: while carbon has the genius to activate one
p electron at a time, adopting, in turn, sp, sp2, and sp3 hybridiza-
tion, respectively, to easily form multiple bonds, only few

examples of multiple bond silicon systems exist;20 silicon can
readily form five- and six-coordinate complexes,21 while, in stark
contrast, rare examples of hypercoordinate carbonmolecules22 are
available. The intensive studies of ptC also captivated scien-
tists to explore molecules with planar tetracoordiate silicon
(ptSi) and its even higher coordinate analogues. Unfortunately,
the early attempts to realize ptSi were not successful. Orthosilicic
acid ester, the first molecule containing a ptSi center, was
computationally predicted by Schleyer et al.23 and experimentally
reported by Meyer et al.24 in 1979; however, the experimental
reasoning was later questioned.25 Tetraazafenestrane was pre-
dicted as another candidate for ptSi,26 but the attempts to
synthesize this type of compounds failed.27

Several groups computationally designed and searched for
ptSi and planar hypercoordinate silicon compounds. Schleyer
et al.28 pointed out that a “one-sided”C2v geometry for SiLi4 seems
probable, and Belanzoni et al.29 suggested the existence of a planar
Si(CO)4. Tiznado et al.30 recommended Si5Li7

þ, a global mini-
mum and a perfect seven-peak star-like structure featuring five ptSi
subunits, as the synthesis target. Gribanova et al.31 proposed to
stabilize ptSi in borane clusters, while Islas et al. recommended
to utilize boron rings to enclose planar hypercoordinate group 14
elements.32 Szieberth et al.33 advocated to use the π push-pull
arrangement around the silicon to stabilize ptSi in orthosilicic ester
and suggested to use ptSi as a new building block for conjugated
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Si-containing systems. Li et al. designed ptSi at the center of the
perfectly squaredD4hM4Cl4Si (M =Ni, Pd, or Pt),34 and a similar
approach can also be used to stabilize planar hypercoordinatemain
group atoms centered in hexagonal hydrocopper complexes.35

Li et al.36 also proposed a unified structural pattern to incorporate
planar tetra-, penta-, hexa-, hepta-, and octacoordinate silicon in
C2v BnE2Si series (E = CH, BH, or Si; n = 2-5), and a series of
S-shaped or cyclic (BnEmSi)2H2 molecules. Noticeably, the joint
computational and experimental efforts by Boldyrev et al.37 led to
the first and so far the only available observation of a ptSimolecule,
SiAl4

-, which has a planar structure and represents the simplest
molecule to contain a ptSi. However, there are still relatively
few studies on the “planar chemistry” of silicon as compared with
planar hypercoordinate carbon chemistry, although planar tetra-
coordination is fundamentally easier to realize with silicon than
with carbon.38

Recently, extended systems with ptCs have been attracting
much research interest. Pancharatna et al.39 proposed a variety of
extended networks with the stoichiometry of C5Mx (M = Be, Pt,
or Zn, x = 1; M = Li, x = 2) inspired by the existence of the C5

2-

local minimum with a ptC linking two three-membered rings.40

These solids have relatively large band gaps, suggesting semi-
conducting or insulating behavior. Yang et al.41 predicted the
extended sandwich structures based on CAl4

2-. Especially, in-
spired by the intensive studies of carbon nanotubes and graphene,
ptC-containing low-dimensional nanostructures have also been
explored. Zhang et al.42 constructed four kinds of zigzag boron-
carbon nanotubes with ptC atoms, and the very small HOMO
(highest occupied molecular orbital)-LUMO (lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital) gaps of these finite-length tubes indicate
the metallic character for their longer analogues. Wu et al.43,44 de-
signed families of ptC-containing flat, tubular, and cage supramo-
lecular structures. Zeng and co-workers45 demonstrated that the
infinite ptC strip can be realized in Cu-decorated zigzag graphene
nanoribbons. Motivated by a recently predicted ptC molecule,
CB4,

46 Wu et al.47 designed the two-dimensional (2D) B2C
graphene sheet and the one-dimensional (1D) B2C nanotubes
and nanoribbons, in which each carbon atom is bonded with four
boron atoms, forming a ptC moiety.

The active quest for ptSi compounds and ptC-containing
extended systems by peers, as well as our own finding of a SiC4

(C2v) local minimum (vide infra), prompted us to develop the
planar tetracoordinate silicon into solids. To our best knowledge,
no attempt in this regard has been reported. In particular, the
unique properties of graphene and its 1D derivatives bring about
an interesting question, what would happen when the ptSi is
embedded into the 2D graphitic or 1D tubular and ribbon sys-
tems? Considering the many important applications of nanosi-
licon species, especially in semiconductor industry, these ptSi-
containing nanostructures will not only enrich the basic science
and advance the silicon-based technology, but also open up a new
direction in nanosilicon research.

In this work, first, we confirmed that SiC4 molecule (C2v) is a
local minimum structure containing a ptSi. On the basis of SiC4,
we designed a new type of 2D inorganic material, named SiC2

silagraphene. Like graphene, 2D SiC2 silagraphene could also be
rolled into 1D SiC2 nanotubes or cut into 1D SiC2 nanoribbons.
In SiC2 silagraphene and its 1D derivatives (nanotubes and
nanoribbons), each Si atom is bonded with four carbon atoms
to form a ptSi moiety. The structures, energetics, electronic and
elastic properties, and a clear picture of the bonding characteristics
for SiC2 silagraphene, nanotubes, and nanoribbons were revealed

by systematic density functional theory (DFT) computations, and
a promising approach to achieve SiC2 sheet was also proposed.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

For SiC4 molecule, full geometry optimizations, frequency analyses,
as well as electronic structure computations were performed at the
B3LYP48 and the second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2)49 levels of theory
together with the 6-311þG* basis set by using the Gaussian 03 package.50

For SiC2 silagraphene, nanotubes, and nanoribbons, our DFT
computations employed an all-electron method within a generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation term, as
implemented in the DMol3 code.51 The double numerical basis set
including d polarization (DND) and PW91 functional52 were adopted.
Self-consistent field (SCF) calculations were conducted with a conver-
gence criterion of 10-6 au on the total energy and the electron density.
To ensure high-quality computations, the real-space global orbital cutoff
radius was chosen to be 5.1 Å. For 2D SiC2 silagraphene, we set the x and
y directions parallel and the z direction perpendicular to the silagraphene
plane, and we adopted a supercell length of 15 Å in the z direction. For
SiC2 nanotubes and nanoribbons, 1D periodic boundary condition
(PBC) was applied along the z direction to simulate their infinitely long
systems. The minimum distance between two tubes (ribbons) is larger
than 15 Å, which can safely avoid the interaction between two tubes
(ribbons). The Brillouin zone was sampled with a 6� 6� 1 and 1� 1�
10 Γ centered k points grid for 2D and 1D systems, respectively.

We evaluated the strain energies, Es, for a variety of SiC2 nanotubes.
Es is defined as the difference in cohesive energy between tubular and
graphitic structures, or the energy cost to wrap up a silagraphene sheet
into a tube.

Es ¼ 1
nNT

EtotNT -
1
3
Etotsheet

where nNT is the number of atoms in the NT unit cell. The strain
energies of other nanotubes were computed similarly. According to this
definition, a lower stain energy means an easier process to form a tube
from a planar sheet.

To evaluate the stability of differentmaterials consisting of Si andC, the
binding energy, Eb, was computed. Eb is defined as Eb = (xESi þ yEC -
ESixCy

)/(xþ y), where ESi, EC, and ESixCy
are the energies of silicon, carbon

atom, and the SixCy nanomaterial, respectively. According to this defini-
tion, those with larger binding energies are more favorable energetically.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to assess the
thermal stability of SiC2 silagraphene. PW91 functional and DND basis
set were used, as implemented in the DMol3 code. The initial config-
uration of SiC2 layer was annealed at different temperatures. At each
temperature, MD simulation in NVT ensemble lasted for 10 ps with a
time step of 1.0 fs. The temperature was controlled by using the Nos�e-
Hoover method.53

The elastic properties of SiC2 nanotubes were evaluated by comput-
ing their Young's modulus (Ys) as proposed byHern�andez et al.,

54 which
is defined as:

Ys ¼ 1
So

D2E
D2ε

 !
ε¼ 0

where S0 is the surface area of the nanotube at the zero strain, defined as
S0 =πDc0, E is the strain energy, c0 is the unit-cell length of the supercell,
and ε is the axial strain.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. SiC4-An Inspiring ptSi Molecule for Extended Systems.
Whatmotivated our search for extended ptSi-containing systems is
the finding of the ptSi-containing SiC4 local minimum (Figure 1),
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which has the lowest vibrational frequency of 87.0 cm-1 at
the B3LYP/6-311þG* level of theory. Like some previously
reported ptSi molecules, such as SiLi4,

28 and BnE2Si series
(E = CH, BH, or Si; n = 2-5),36 SiC4 also has C2v sym-
metry. In SiC4, the Si-C and Si-C0 (as labeled in Figure 1a, C0
represents the top two C atoms in the structure) bond lengths
are 2.163 and 1.978 Å, respectively; the C-C0 and C0-C0 bond
lengths are 1.274 and 1.382 Å, respectively. The second-order
Møller-Plesset (MP2)55 procedure gives nearly the same geo-
metric structure as B3LYP.
To help understand the bonding characteristics of SiC4, we

calculated the natural population analysis (NPA) charges and the
Wiberg bond index (WBI) based on natural bonding orbital
(NBO) computations at the B3LYP/6-311þG* level of theory.
The Si atom is positively charged (NPA charge 1.25), while the C
atoms are negatively charged (NPA charges for the peripheral C
and C0 atoms are -0.21 and -0.41, respectively). Correspond-
ingly, the natural electron configurations for Si, C, and C0 atoms
are 3s1.753px

0.143py
0.383pz

0.46, 2s1.522px
0.772py

1.112pz
0.80, and

2s0.962px
1.152py

1.172pz
1.08, respectively. Clearly, the 3s orbital

does not well hybridize with 3p for Si as compared with the 2s
and 2p orbitals for C, due to the large energy separation between
3s and 3p orbitals. The computedWBIs for Si-C, Si-C0, C-C0,
and C0-C0 bonds are 0.42, 0.35, 2.27, and 1.21, respectively.
These indicate that partial bonds form between ptSi atom and
its surrounding C atoms, while the C-C0 interactions have ob-
viously double bond characteristics.
Scrutinizing the molecular orbitals can further help us under-

stand how a ptSi is stabilized in SiC4 (Figure 1b). The HOMO is
a delocalized π orbital, involving the p orbitals of peripheral C
atoms. The HOMO-2 π orbital is distributed on the two C-C0
subunits of SiC4. Both HOMO-5 and HOMO-6 are highly
delocalized σ orbitals in the molecular plane, which also plays an
important role in keeping the Si center and the peripheral carbon

atom in the same plane. Interestingly, the LUMO of SiC4 cor-
responds to the destabilizing lone pair electrons of Si in a ptSi
arrangement. Similar to the case for the ptC compounds,56

removing the destabilizing ptSi lone pair electrons significantly
stabilizes the ptSi arrangement.
Note that this ptSi-containing SiC4 isomer is not the global

minimum. We searched numerous isomers at the potential en-
ergy surface and found that the global minimum is a linear struc-
ture, which is about 1.268 eV at B3LYP/6-311þG* (0.708 eV at
MP2/6-311þG*) lower in energy than the ptSi isomer (see the
Supporting Information). However, this ptSi-containing SiC4

local minimum does inspire us to design SiC2 silagraphene and
its one-dimensional derivatives.
3.2. Structural and Electronic Properties of SiC2 Silagra-

phene. Encouraged by the above ptSi moiety, we designed a
new 2D planar structure, SiC2 silagraphene, on the basis of the
SiC4 building block. The structure of SiC2 silagraphene, optimized
without any symmetry constraint, is purely planar (Figure 2a). The
optimized lattice parameters, labeled as “a” and “b” (Figure 2a), are
a = 2.864 Å and b = 3.879 Å, respectively. As compared with
graphenewhose unit cell contains two carbon atoms, the unit cell of
SiC2 silagraphene contains one Si atom and two carbon atoms. In
SiC2 silagraphene, each Si atom binds four carbon atoms to form a
ptSi moiety, while each carbon atom is bound with two ptSi atoms
and one carbon atom. Consequently, two neighboring SiC4 motifs
in SiC2 silagraphene share two same carbon atoms in the a direction
and are linked with two C-C bonds in the b direction. In SiC2

silagraphene, the SiC length (1.916Å) is only a little longer than the
standard Si-C single bond (1.87-1.91 Å),57 while the CC bond
length (1.332 Å) is equal to that of the CdC bond in ethylene
(computed at our GGA-PW91 level).
To elucidate the nature of chemical bonding, we plotted the

deformation charge density of SiC2 silagraphene by subtracting
the charge density of isolated Si and C atoms from the sheet
(Figure 2b). Obviously, some electrons are extracted from the 3p
oribital of the ptSi atom and delocalized over four Si-Cbonds, as
implied by the yellow regions. The significant electron transfer
from the Si atoms in SiC2 silagraphene (the net M€ulliken charge
on Si and C is 1.28 and -0.64 |e|, respectively) is similar to the

Figure 1. (a) B3LYP/6-311þG* optimized structure of SiC4 molecule.
The distances are in angstroms. The number in bracket is computed
from MP2 procedure. (b) Canonical molecular orbitals (MOs) of SiC4.
The symmetries of the MOs are also given.

Figure 2. (a) Top (upper) and side (lower) views of geometric
structure of 2D infinite SiC2 silagraphene. The lattice vectors a and b
are denoted. (b) The deformation electronic density of SiC2 silagra-
phene. Blue and yellow refer to electron-rich and -deficient area,
respectively. The isosurface value is 0.05 e/au.
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case in the SiC4 molecule. Pronounced charge overlap is also ob-
served between two neighboring carbon atoms, which are con-
nected by a standard CdCbond. In SiC2 silagraphene, one CdC
bond and its four neighboring Si atoms just resemble the struc-
ture of ethylene, which strongly prefers a planar molecule. There-
fore, we can argue that it is the planarity-preferred ethylene-like
skeletons that give rise to a planar SiC2 network, which is also
supported by our analysis to the fenstrane-like cluster model
(vide post).
Interestingly, SiC2 silagraphene is a structural analogue of

B2C graphene:47 substituting the alternating Si and C atoms
entirely by C and B atoms transfers the SiC2 silagraphene into
B2C graphene. Wu et al.47 have demonstrated that in B2C the
graphene B layer and C layer are separated by a tiny distance,
which makes the sheet slightly corrugated. In contrast, the Si
layer and C layer of the SiC2 silagraphene are in exactly the same
plane.
It has been demonstrated that the 2D graphene58 and Si

graphene59 are both semimetals with π and π* states touching
each other at the Fermi level. As a complex consisting of C and Si,
what about the electronic structure of SiC2 silagraphene?
To answer this question, we computed the band structure and

density of states (DOS) of SiC2 silagraphene (Figure 3a). Different
from graphene and Si graphene, SiC2 silagraphene is metallic.
The metallicity of SiC2 silagraphene is characterized by several
energy levels crossing over from conduction band to valence
band across the Fermi level in the band structure, as well as the
peak at the Fermi level in the DOS. Analyzing the partial DOS
reveals that the states at the Fermi level are mainly contributed by
C-2p and Si-3p states, and C-2p contributes much more pro-
nounced than Si-3p. Thus, the metallic property of SiC2 sila-
graphene mainly originates from the π-type CdC bonds.
Figure 3b and c present the highest occupied electronic state

(HOES) and the lowest unoccupied electronic state (LUES) at
the Γ point, respectively. The HOES clearly shows the strong
bonding between Si and C atoms, while LUES is mainly con-
tributed by the lone pair orbitals of the ptSi atoms, the same as in

the SiC4 building block, as removing the destabilizing ptSi lone
pair electrons does help planarize the SiC2 silagraphene sheet.
To further understand the mechanism to stabilize ptSi in SiC2

silagraphene, we also studied a fenstrane-like structure C12H8Si
with ptSi at the center26 at the B3LYP/6-311þG* level of theory
(see the Supporting Information). In the planarD2hC12H8Si, the
ptSi atom is positively charged (NPA charge 1.92) with the
natural electron configuration of 3s0.843px

0.163py
0.533pz

0.52, and
its LUMO corresponds to the destabilizing lone pair electrons of
ptSi atom, similar to the case of SiC4 and the SiC2 silagraphene.
Thus, one dominating factor to stabilize the ptSi arrangement in
SiC2 silagraphene is the removal of lone pair electrons of ptSi
atoms. However, the planar D2h C12H8Si is not a local minimum
(with one imaginary frequency) and is 0.72 eV higher in energy
than the true local minimum with D2 symmetry. This indicates
the abundant CdC bonds that prefer planar skeletons also help
stabilize the planar SiC2 network.
The metallic character of SiC2 silagraphene also reminds us

of the previously predicted semiconducting characteristics of
graphitic single-layered SiC. Although also consisting of Si and C,
the SiC sheet was computed to have a∼2.5 eV band gap.60 What
makes the difference in the electronic properties between SiC2

and SiC sheet? First, the π-type CdC bonds, which govern the
metallicity of SiC2 silagraphene, are absent in the SiC sheet.
Second, the valence electrons are distributed differently in the
SiC2 and SiC sheets, as indicated by their charge densities (Figure 4).
The valence electrons in SiC2 silagraphene are uniformly distributed,
and the zero-electron holes are negligible. In contrast, the valence
electrons in SiC sheet are mainly localized between Si and C
atoms, and there are many zero-electron holes, thereby depres-
sing the probability of electron conduction as compared with
those in SiC2 silagraphene.
3.3. Stability of SiC2 Silagraphene. Is this currently hy-

pothetical SiC2 silagraphene stable, or more precisely, viable?61

The answer is yes. First, SiC2 silagraphene sheet is a local mini-
mum. No imaginary frequencies are found in the frequency
computations by using DMol3 code with DND basis set and
by using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)62 with
a plane-wave pseudopotential method.63 Second, SiC2 silagra-
phene has a relatively large binding energy (6.04 eV/atom),
which shows the strong covalent bonds in the sheet. As a ref-
erence, the binding energies of SiC solid (6H), graphene, Si solid,
and the low-buckled Si sheet64 are 6.51, 8.66, 4.57, and 3.93 eV/
atom, respectively. Interestingly, the binding energy of SiC2

silagraphene conincides with that of the single-layer SiC sheet.

Figure 3. (a) Electronic band structure (left) and density of states
(DOS, right) of SiC2 silagraphene. (b) The highest occupied electronic
state and (c) the lowest unoccupied electronic state of SiC2 silagraphene
at the Γ point. The isosurface value is 0.05 e/au.

Figure 4. Total electronic charge density projected on the surface of (a)
SiC2 silagraphene and (b) single-layered SiC sheet. The zero electron
density is highlighted by blue.
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This is a little surprising because the Si-C bond in the ptSi-
containing SiC2 sheet is weaker than that in the single-layer SiC
sheet, which is suggested by the computedM€ulliken bond orders
(0.72 and 0.93, respectively). However, the abundance of strong
CC bonds (M€ulliken bond order of 1.39) in SiC2 sheet sub-
stantially compensates the relatively weak SiC bonds, thus lead-
ing to the comparable binding energies of SiC2 and SiC sheets.
Third, the kinetic stability of SiC2 silagraphene is considerably
high, as indicated by our MD simulations at the DFT level of
theory. We performed three MD simulations, at 300, 800, and
1000 K (each for 10 ps). The snapshot images of the equilibrium
structure at the end of each MD simulation are shown in Figure
S1 (see the Supporting Information). At 300 K, the geometry of
SiC2 silagraphene is well kept; at 800 K, the structure can still
be intact for 10 ps; only at 1000 K is the SiC2 planar structure
seriously folded and melted: many Si-C bonds are broken and
most ptSi atoms change into tricoordinated. TheseMDsimulations
suggest that the SiC2 sheet likely melts at a temperature between
800 and 1000K. Finally, to further test the thermodynamic stability
of SiC2 silagraphene, we performed optimizations starting from the
distorted structures after MD simulations. After full atomic relaxa-
tion, the distorted structures from 300 and 800 K can easily recover
the planar SiC2 structure, while that annealed at 1000 K cannot.
Accordingly, once formed, SiC2 silagraphene canmaintain its struc-
tural integrity at least up to 800 K.
The experimental realization of such a rule-breaking material

is challenging. A promising approach is to produce the SiC2

silagraphene on the surface of suitable compound crystals by
chemical vapor deposition method, in which these surfaces serve
as both catalysts and templates. This approach is similar to what
was used to synthesize large-area graphene films.65

Selecting a good template whose lattice structure matches
that of SiC2 silagraphene is the key to achieve the SiC2 sila-
graphene sheet. Our preliminary screening indentified that the
[100] and [010] surfaces of tetragonal PdO (P42/MMC) may
help solve this problem (see the Supporting Information), and
we propose that the SiC2 silagraphene can be achieved by
indirect assembly on the PdO [1 0 0] and [0 1 0] surfaces.
3.4. Structural and Electronic Properties of SiC2 Nano-

tubes. Tubular structures of SiC2 can be constructed by rolling
up the SiC2 silagraphene sheet along specific directions in the 2D
lattice, in the same way to get a single-walled carbon nanotube
from a graphene layer. Like carbon nanotubes,66 SiC2 nanotubes
can be indexed by a pair of integers (n,m), corresponding to a
lattice vector L = na þ mb on the SiC2 plane, where a and b are
the unit cell vectors of the SiC2 sheet (Figure 2a).
In Figure 5, we show two representative SiC2 nanotubes,

(10,0) and (0,10). The unit-cell lengths in the axial direction are
3.906 and 2.816 Å, respectively, for these two nanotubes. The
lengths of the Si-C bond (1.914 and 1.910 Å for (10,0) and
(0,10) tube, respectively) and CdC bond (1.328 and 1.330 Å for
(10,0) and (0, 10) tube, respectively) are quite close to those of
SiC2 silagraphene. The charge transfer from Si (1.14 and 1.19 e
for (10,0) and (0,10) tube, respectively) to C is less than that in
the SiC2 silagraphene. The same as their 2D analogues, both
(10,0) and (0,10) SiC2 nanotubes aremetallic, as indicated by the
computed band structures (Figure 5).
We also computed a variety of other (n,0) and (0,n) SiC2

nanotubes with a diameter ranging between 5 and 20 Å, which
correspond to indices from (6,0)-(0,6) to (15,0)-(0,15) (see
Table S1 in the Supporting Information). In all the (n,0) and
(0,n) SiC2 tubes that we examined, the optimized bond lengths

are very close to those of the planar sheet, even for those highly
curved thin tubes. The charge transfer from Si to C increases with
increasing the tube diameter and approaches that of the SiC2

silagraphene. Especially, regardless of the roll-up vector, all SiC2

tubes are metallic. This is in stark contrast to the conventional
(n,m) carbon nanotubes and SiC nanotubes: carbon nanotubes
are metallic only if (n - m)/3 is an integer, otherwise they are
semiconducting with a band gap,67 and the SiC nanotubes are
generally semiconductors.68 The chirality-independent metalli-
city of SiC2 nanotubes also strikingly differs from that of the iso-
structural B2C nanotubes: Wu et al.47 reported that the B2C
nanotubes may be either a metal or a semiconductor, depending
on the roll-up vector.
3.5. Stability of SiC2 Nanotubes. Are the SiC2 nanotubes

stable? To evaluate the stability of these nanotubes, we computed
their strain energies and binding energies and compared these
values with those of the experimentally available carbon and
boron nitride (BN) nanotubes, as well as the single-walled SiC
nanotubes.
Figure 6a presents the strain energies of (n,0) and (0,n) SiC2

nanotubes as a function of the tube diameters. For both (n,0) and
(0,n) SiC2 nanotubes, the strain energy decreases monotonically
with increasing tube diameters and approaches zero gradually.
With comparable diameters, the (n,0) nanotubes are of lower
strain energies, and are thus easier to form from the silagraphene
sheet.
We also computed the strain energies of a series of carbon, BN,

and SiC nanotubes and compared them with those of SiC2 nano-
tubes (Figure 6a). Noticeably, both (n,0) and (0,n) SiC2 nano-
tubes have smaller strain energies than the single-walled carbon
and SiC nanotubes with similar diameters. When compared with

Figure 5. Side (left upper) and top (left lower) views of optimized
structures and corresponding electronic band structures for (a) (10,0)
and (b) (0,10) SiC2 nanotubes.
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the BN nanotubes with comparable diameters, the (0,n) SiC2

nanotubes have nearly equivalent strain energies, while the (n,0)
SiC2 nanotubes are much less strained. Thus, the SiC2 nanotubes
are of the least strain among these nanotubes and can be rolled up
with the least energy cost from the 2D nanosheet.
Furthermore, the relative stability of SiC2 nanotube can also be

hinted by their binding energies (Figure 6b). Our results demon-
strate that the binding energies of SiC2 nanotubes are larger
than those of single-walled SiC nanotubes with comparable di-
ameters. The binding energy differences between SiC2 and SiC
nanotubes decrease with increasing tube diameters and will
diminish when the diameters are infinitely large (in the case of
the planar sheet form, where the SiC2 silagraphene has the same
binding energy (6.04 eV/atom) as the single-layer SiC sheet).
Note that silicon carbide nanotubes have been experimentally
realized, for example, by chemical vapor deposition,69 or reacting
silicon source with multiwalled carbon nanotubes (also as tem-
plates),70 although the detailed structure of the synthesized
nanotubes was not fully resolved.
These energetic analyses show that the SiC2 nanotubes are less

strained when compared with the experimentally available carbon,

BN, and SiC nanotubes and are also of significantly large binding
energies. Thus, although at present SiC2 nanotubes have not been
observed experimentally, we believe that they hold promising
potential to be synthesized under some appropriate experimental
conditions.
3.6. Elastic Properties of SiC2 Nanotubes. To assess the

mechanical properties, which are important for many applica-
tions, we evaluated the elastic properties of SiC2 nanotubes by
computing their Young's modulus (Ys) as proposed by Hern�andez
et al.54 Here, six SiC2 nanotubes were computed, including
(8,0), (10,0), (12,0), (14,0), (0,8), and (0,12) nanotubes. In
addition, the zigzag (10,0) and armchair (6,6) carbon nanotubes,
(10,0) BN nanotube, and (10,0) and (8,8) SiC nanotubes were
considered for comparison.Our computed Ys values of carbon and
BN nanotubes are in good coincidence with previous studies.54

Examining the computed Ys values (Figure 7) led to the fol-
lowing conclusions: (1) the elastic moduli Ys's of SiC2 nanotubes
are sensitive to the size and the helicity, which is in sharp contrast
to carbon nanotubes; (2) the Ys's of both (n,0) and (0,n) SiC2

tubes increase with increasing tube diameters, and the (n,0)
nanotubes have larger Ys than the (0,n) nanotubes with similar
diameters; and (3) when the tubes are of comparable wall thick-
ness, the elastic moduli of SiC2 nanotubes is at the same order of
other nanotubes considered here, although smaller than carbon
nanotubes; they are comparable to those of BN nanotubes and
larger than those of SiC nanotubes. All these results indicate that
SiC2 nanotubes have rather good elastic properties.
3.7. Electronic Properties of SiC2 Nanoribbons. Finally,

inspired by the intensive studies of graphene nanoribbons
(GNRs) and their attractive electronic properties for the nano-
electronics,71,72 we investigated the electronic properties of SiC2

nanoribbons.
Two types of SiC2 nanoribbons can be obtained by cutting

SiC2 silagraphene along the different directions (a or b axis), and
they can have different widths and terminating atoms (C and Si).
Figure 8 presents some representative examples, while more
nanoribbons are given in the Supporting Information. After
atomic relaxation, all atoms (Si, C, and H) are still in the same
plane, and the lattice parameters a and b only change slightly as
compared with those of SiC2 silagraphene (less than 0.01 Å). The
same as the 2D sheet and 1Dnanotubes, all these SiC2 nanoribbons

Figure 6. Variation of (a) the strain energy and (b) the binding energy
of (n,0) (6 e n e 15) and (0,n) (6 e n e 15) SiC2 nanotubes as a
function of tube diameter. For a comparison, in (a), the strain energies of
a series of (n,0) (8e ne 17) BNnanotube, (n,0) (9e ne 15) and (n,n)
(6e ne 12) carbon nanotubes, and (n,0) (8e ne 15) and (n,n) (6e n
e 11) SiC nanotubes are computed; in (b), the binding energies of (n,0)
(8e ne 15) and (n,n) (6e ne 11) SiC nanotubes are also computed.

Figure 7. Computed Young's modulus (Ys) of SiC2, SiC, BN, and car-
bon nanotubes. The (n,0) and (0,n) SiC2 nanotubes are denoted with
black and red “9”, respectively.
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are metallic with several enengy levels crossing over from conduc-
tion band to valence band across the Fermi level, independent of
the ribbon width and edge structure. It is in striking contrast to
GNRs and SiC nanoribbons: GNRs all have a nonzero energy
gap, while SiC nanoribbons60a can be either nonmagnetic semi-
conductors (for armchair ribbons) or magnetic metals (for zigzag
ribbons), and the very narrow zigzag nanoribbons can be even half-
metallic.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, our systematic DFT computations expanded
planar tetracoordinate silicon (ptSi) into periodic systems: a C2v

SiC4 building block was identified, followed by the construction
of the infinite SiC2 silagraphene, essentially a 2D network of
SiC4; then, the 1D SiC2 nanotubes and nanoribbons were built
up by rolling up or cutting the 2D SiC2 silagraphene sheet. We
attribute the fundamental mechanism of forming the ptSi net-
works in SiC2 silagraphene to the following two factors: (1) the
removal of the destabilizing ptSi lone pair electrons that sig-
nificantly stabilizes the ptSi arrangement; and (2) the abundance
of CdC bonds that yield planarity-preferred ethylene-like skele-
tons and give rise to a planar SiC2 network. The SiC2 silagraphene
is a stable phase, being a local minimum in the potential energy
surface, and having the same binding energy as SiC silagraphene
and rather high kinetic and thermodynamic stabilities. The SiC2

nanotubes are also rather stable, as indicated by their smaller strain
energies and rather large binding energies, and have excellent elastic
properties. All these ptSi-containing nanomaterials, ranging from
silagraphene, nanotubes, to nanoribbons, aremetallic, which is con-
trast to their carbon and SiC analogues. We also proposed a
promising approach to synthesize the SiC2 silagraphene by
indirect assembly on the PdO [100] and [010] surfaces.

These studies not only put forward the novel chemical bond-
ing, planar tetracoordinate silicon, into nanomaterials, but also
lead to highly stable new silicon carbide phases with unique elec-
tronic properties for future experimental realization. We hope
that our studies will inspire experimental and theoretical studies

on SiC2 silagraphene and its 1D derivatives, and also more efforts
in investigating nanomaterials with novel chemical bonding, and
we anticipate that these rule-breaking systems will soon join the
glorious nanomaterials family.
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